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I’m not an expert on this!

Universities need suggestions to help reduce (not stop 
completely) aviation emissions  - hence the formation of NZUATC

A sensitive topic



(At least) three fears of never flying again:

• The ‘reduction in aviation emissions’ is actually about 
budgetary restraints;

• Greenies have taken over Universities; and,

• Targetting staff that fly too much ....



NZUATC

• established in 2020 by Massey University to address current 
high carbon university mobility practices;

• on current projections, the 1.5°C target in the Paris Agreement 
is incompatible with conventional aviation continuing past 2050;

• frequent long-distance flying, however, is a well-established part 
of academic research and network building;

• the NZUATC was formed as a collective voice to coordinate and 
advise on academic flying policies and practices.



Terms of Reference

2. To work with institutional sustainability offices at New Zealand 
universities, to provide academic perspectives on mitigation 
measures. The activities of the network will extend to advising 
UNZ and hence, indirectly, the New Zealand government, and 
other relevant organisations

Now is the time for us to provide Universities with suggestions 
to help avoid a return to frequent flying by hypermobile 
academics





Our advice is needed now

• Waikato experience
• Looking to this group for advise and back-up

• Leaders / managers want a range of options to present to staff

• There’s a lot of research – let’s present some of it as options to 
Universities in Aotearoa



Some options....



• Themes 
2) A long-term net zero carbon culture with staff buy-in;

3) Technologically advanced teaching and research practice;

5) A travel booking system prioritising low carbon opportunities; and 

6) Institutional barriers to change.



Literature shows



Summary of key measures



https://www.lucsus.lu.se/sites/lucsus.lu.se/files/lucsus_travel_policy.pdf



questions

• My question to us, is, are we ready to construct and release a 
statement that contains multiple suggestions (bold and gentle) 
for Universities to manage academics’ flying frequency?

• As the borders open, we need to move fast.


